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TONY MORRIS
INTERNATIONAL WILL
HELP YOUR SALES
TEAM:

01

Their mindset will be changed as they realise their job is not to sell, its to help the
customer buy.

02

They will learn how to articulate your businesses products/ services proposition and how
to differentiate from your competitors.

03

They will learn how to build value and not sell on price, therefore increasing the average
order value.

04

They will learn the killer questions to qualify every enquiry more effectively, which will
increase their conversions into appointments or customers.

05

They will learn the exact words to say when making an outbound call, which will eliminate
their nerves or excuses, preventing them from picking up the phone.

06

There will be a significant increase in referral business, which will convert better and
reduce your cost per lead.

07

There will be a significant increase in cross selling and upselling, as they’ll learn the
techniques on how to recommend other products/ services.

08

There will be a huge shift in motivation, as the team will understand there is a value to
every activity, they undertake.

09
10

They will learn how to close without feeling like a pushy salesperson.
They will learn the 2 strategies that will help them be on their A-Game on every call.

WHAT MAKES
TONY MORRIS
INTERNATIONAL
DIFFERENT?

YOUR SALES
TEAM CAN ACT
IMMEDIATELY.
Everything we deliver is 100% practical and based on the real world.
This means your sales teams’ can implement their new learnings
the following day and start to see instant results.

WE DON’T JUST
PRACTICE WHAT
WE PREACH, WE
DEMONSTRATE
WHAT WE TEACH.
Our founder, Tony Morris will make LIVE calls on loudspeaker to your
sales teams’ prospects. He will demonstrate everything he teaches,
so your teams’ can see the techniques working in the real world.

WE IDENTIFY GAPS
BEFORE TRAINING BEGINS.
We carry out a series of mystery calls into your business prior to
training. This provides a great insight into what areas need most
attention and then enables us to deliver a truly bespoke course.
These calls are recorded and played back in training to reinforce
the learnings.

03

3

WE CHANGE HABITS OF YOUR
SALES TEAMS’.
We understand that you can’t get fit going to the gym once. For this
reason, we have created 3 different packages to ensure there is
ongoing development.
We set up a private WhatsApp or Facebook group to encourage all
your teams to share success stories and their biggest challenges.

TM – SPEAKING
Tony has a strikingly natural quality. He is incredibly confident without being arrogant; he is a master of the
material in which he specialises; he practices what he preaches and demonstrates his ability during his actual
presentation. He’s one of those speakers who makes practical ideas easy to grasp and delivers everything
with memorable and engaging stories.
If you’re looking for a sales speaker that shares ideas that can be implemented immediately, will have the
audience in stitches and will inspire everyone to sell more, then Tony Morris is the speaker for you.

TMI SALES TRAINING ACADEMY
All sales training delivered is practical and based on real life scenarios, which enables sales teams to
implement their learnings the following day to achieve instant results. Every trainer that Tony employs has
achieved success in sales and has the ability to translate their learnings into the client’s business. Whether
you sell over the phone, face to face or presenting at Board level, TMI Training Academy can accommodate
your requirements.
TMI Training Academy has created the ‘4D system’ that ensures the training is 100% tailored to your business
and your teams’ sales challenges.

PROSPECTING UNIVERSITY
We believe cold calling in isolation is dead. That’s why, Daniel Disney, creator of ‘The Daily Sales’ and Tony
Morris, International sales speaker, have teamed up and created Prospecting University.
This is modern day prospecting; it’s a 12-month face to face and online program designed to help catapult
every sales professional to the next level.

EA PARTNERS
With over 14 years of experience with estate agents and speaking at many of the property conferences
around the world, our founder Tony Morris has been able to meet the best suppliers in the industry. Here
you can find a selection of some of these suppliers that can help your agencies add value to your clients and
create a revenue stream.
One of EA Partners is Prospect Connect and together, they offer estate agents their own outsourced call
centre. They help estate agents generate more instructions, more FS appointments, more conveyancing leads
etc.

TRAINING
COURSES
WE DELIVER:

TELEPHONE SALES: OUTBOUND AND INBOUND

We teach salespeople who take calls and/ or make calls
how to engage better on the phone, which will help them
convert into more opportunities.

FACE TO FACE SALES

We teach salespeople how to perform better, thus giving
themselves an unfair advantage over their competition.

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

We teach account managers how to cultivate and develop
their accounts to retain and grow them. We will provide
methodologies to be a partner, not a supplier.

LEADERSHIP AND SALES MANAGEMENT

We teach sales managers and sales directors how to get the
best out of each of their teams’ and learn how to create a
culture where everyone wants to keep getting better.

PRESENTATION SKILLS

We will provide the tools and techniques to deliver any
subject, to any sized audience and receive the best
feedback on the day.

CUSTOMER SERVICES

We teach your teams’ how to turn around any disgruntled
customer into a happy customer. We will help you retain
your customers and turn them into raving fans.

EXHIBITION TRAINING

We will ensure you get a ROI on your exhibition stand by
teaching your teams’ how to attract delegates onto your
stand and how to engage them and create opportunities.

RETAIL SALES TRAINING

We will teach your sales teams’ how to convert more walkins to customer and increase the average order value.

TEAM BUILDING

We run a team building day called ‘The Apprentice day’,
which is designed for 2 teams of 8 people. Its based on
the hit show and challenges the teams in all areas of
sales: negotiations, communication, time management,
delegation, selling skills etc.

GOLD, SILVER &
BRONZE ACADEMY
PACKAGES

WHAT’S INCLUDED
MYSTERY CALLS BEFORE TRAINING
WORKBOOKS PROVIDED
ADHOC TRAINING COURSES AT
£2,500 PER DAY
ONGOING TELEPHONE AND EMAIL ACCESS
1 DAY OF TRAINING BI-MONTHLY
6 DAYS IN TOTAL
BI-MONTHLY WEBINARS 45 MINUTES
2 MONTHLY MYSTERY CALLS
BETWEEN TRAINING
1 MONTHLY REVIEW CALL WITH DIRECTORS/
MANAGERS
1 DAY OF TRAINING PER MONTH
12 DAYS IN TOTAL
PRIVATE WHATSAPP GROUP OF ALL SALES
STAFF

BRONZE

£2,500 PER DAY

SILVER

£1,250 PER MONTH FOR 12 MONTHS

GOLD

£2,500 PER MONTH FOR 12 MONTHS

WHAT’S INCLUDED
MONTHLY WEBINARS 45 MINUTES
REVIEW OF ALL SALES LITERATURE/EMAILS

SALES BIBLE DESIGN AND CREATION
SALES KPI’S AND COMMISSION REVIEW
INCENTIVE SCHEMES REVIEWED
AND DESIGNED
INCENTIVE SCHEMES REVIEWED AND DESIGNED

CALL CRIB SHEETS PRODUCED
CALL SCORING SHEETS CREATED

BRONZE

£2,500 PER DAY

SILVER

£1,250 PER MONTH FOR 12 MONTHS

GOLD

£2,500 PER MONTH FOR 12 MONTHS

OUR
SUCCESS
STORIES

WHO ARE ROMANS?
An independent estate agent with over 60 branches across
Berkshire.

THE CHALLENGE:
To increase their conversions from valuations to instructions,
whilst maintaining or increasing fees.

THE SOLUTION:
TMI Sales Training Academy delivered their 2-day valuation course,
which entailed a day of recording 6 valuations where Tony acted as
a landlord in one of Roman’s vacant properties. The 2nd day Tony
delivered his training on the 3 P’s of a valuation.

THE VERDICT:
I was wowed that after TMI Sales Training Academy training, we saw
an increase of 300% from the target I set them to achieve. We got
a return on our investment within the first 2 months of the training
taking place and every month after that was profit.

“I am a first-time client of Tony’s and made my point early on
that I really wasn’t interested in training unless there was a
commitment to tangible results. In the end, we agreed a fee on
that basis and Tony was instructed to train 5 front line sales staff.
Following on from the training, I saw an average 15% improvement
in the lead conversion rate of my 5 salespeople that attended
Tony’s two-day course.
The anecdotal feedback I had from my staff was that Tony’s
training provided them with practical, relevant skills that helped
them improve their performance, rather than just blue sky
thinking that works in a classroom but not in the real world. I
found Tony easy to deal with and passionate about his subject
matter. But not just this, he made good on his commitment to
produce tangible results, which is why I am now in discussions
about rolling out a larger training course across the board.”

MICHAEL COOK MARLA,

MANAGING DIRECTOR OF RESIDENTIAL LETTINGS

WHO ARE BOOST CAPITAL?
Boost Capital are a loans company for SME’s.

THE CHALLENGE:
Due to the huge marketing cost, we needed to reduce the cost
per client acquisition and improve the morale across our sales
floor.

THE SOLUTION:
I heard about TMI Sales Training Academy from companies in the
loan industry and took them on to run a bespoke program. By
implementing their 4D system, they really got under the skin of all my
salespeople and were able to design a course that accommodated
every need and challenge.

THE VERDICT:
My sales team’s conversion from an enquiry to a customer increased
by 210% within the first quarter and 316% in the 2nd quarter after
training. This significantly reduced my cost per enquiry and more
importantly my client acquisition cost has dropped enormously. We
will be working with TMI Sales Training Academy on an ongoing basis.

“After seeing 3 sales training companies TMI Sales
Training Academy were the ONLY choice. Their innovative
approach with mystery shopping and assessing my sales
team before delivery, put them heads and shoulders
above the others.
The results spoke for themselves. Our conversions from
enquiries to customers increased by over 300%. If you
are looking to develop your sales team, TMI Sales Training
Academy should be your only choice.“

ALEX LITTNER,
MANAGING DIRECTOR

WHO ARE JURYS INN?
A chain of independent hotels in the UK and Ireland.

THE CHALLENGE:
We were not getting enough show rounds or appointments
through all our marketing efforts and therefore were missing
sales targets for corporate business through our direct
channels. Our front of house teams was not spotting enough
opportunities and sales were just too slow. Our meetings and
events teams were down on their conversions from enquiries to
bookings and the average deal size had reduced due to market
conditions.

THE SOLUTION:
We received a call from TMI Sales Training Academy explaining how
they have helped many hotel groups of our size, increase sales by
taking a proactive approach. After several meetings, we chose TMI
Sales Training Academy to deliver their 12-month sales training
academy across all the different areas of our business. They began
by delivering a live calling training to all my sales co-ordinators and
sales managers, where the trainer made live calls on loudspeaker to
my team’s leads.
They had a different trainer work with all my General Managers and
Sales Managers, to help reinforce the training and ensure they are
developing their teams. They worked with all our front of house
teams to help them spot opportunities and not be afraid to ask the
question.

THE VERDICT:
In addition to a boost in morale across all my
teams, they all had a completely different
perspective on selling. It was no longer a scary
subject and they relished picking up the phone and
calling a big corporate in their areas.
We saw a 160% rise in show rounds and
appointments across the sales team, which
resulted in acquiring an additional 45 new clients.

'We were very impressed with the professionalism and
enthusiasm that TMI Sales Training Academy brought
to the table. All our delegates thoroughly enjoyed
the training and it is making a huge difference to our
business.
The creativity, motivation and attention to detail by the
trainers transformed a difficult subject into something
enjoyable and commercially successful. We will certainly
be using TMI Sales Training Academy in the future.'

STUART LECKIE,
HEAD OF SALES

MEET THE EXPERTS.

TONY
MORRIS.

Tony is the Founder of Tony Morris International and has over 21
years of success in sales. He is a sought-after sales speaker and has
an energetic and humorous style that will keep your sales teams’
hanging on to his every word.

JOHN BULLOCK.
John is a sales management and leadership expert who helps
Sales Directors and Sales Managers create the right culture within
your business. His practical approach enables the leaders in your
business to act immediately.

BOYD MAYOVER.
Boyd is a sales expert with over 40 years of success in sales. He
has a rare ability to share all his learnings in his career and most
importantly, translates that into practical tips of how your sales
teams’ can implement into their roles.

RICHARD MCCANN.
Richard is arguably the best presentation skills trainer in the UK
and has presented at over 2,000 events around the world. Having
overcome adversity, where his mother Wilma McCann was the
first victim of the infamous Yorkshire Ripper, Richard has turned
his life around. Author of 3 best selling books and an International
motivational speaker, Richard knows how to teach others how to
captivate an audience.

TESTIMONIALS

WHEN WE TALK ABOUT
HOW GOOD WE ARE ITS
BRAGGING; WHEN OUR
CLIENTS DO ITS

Tony Morris came and delivering his ‘perfect sales
call’ masterclass for over 150 tech entrepreneurs at
innovation Birmingham. Tony has this rare ability to
deliver content in a simplistic manner that enables
others to apply it immediately into their business.

Tony and Boyd have been a pleasure to work
with. They understood our business needs
and tailored the training around us. The
training was engaging and enjoyable no matter
what level the team were at, leaving our Sales
force motivated and inspired to succeed.

The fact he made live calls on a loudspeaker
to the delegates prospects was outstanding. It
demonstrates that he walks the walks and reinforces
that his techniques and methodology work. If you’re
a tech business and want to increase your sales,
Tony Morris is the man for the job.

They have been an essential part of our
business and I would not hesitate to
recommend them to any business who
wants to increase staff motivation and sales
success.

ABDUL GUFAR

ARMANDO SANCHEZ

SENIOR EVENTS MANAGER AT INNOVATION BIRMINGHAM

MD OF WREN KITCHENS

(LEADING TECH UNIVERSITY FOR TECH ENTREPRENEURS)

(MARKET-LEADING KITCHEN RETAILER)

Tony’s presentation was fantastic. It was pitched
at just the right level and was motivating,
inspiring & humorous – exactly what we were
hoping for at our event! Interesting and relevant
content delivered in an extremely eloquent,
articulate & humorous manner.

After a tender process, we chose TMI Sales
Training Academy to deliver training to our
sales teams across the various car leasing
divisions. They came highly recommended
from their success with Select Car Leasing,
which made them an easy choice.

CATERINA TERRANOVA

The team adored both Tony Morris and John
Bullock and what they loved in particular,
was they got instant results on the back of
applying their new techniques.

HEAD OF PEOPLE
(GROUP OF HOTELS)

The training certainly had an incredible impact
and I got loads of positive feedback. Chris Baars
has been a cold calling machine since, I can hear
him actively using your strategies and has been
having some interesting conversations.

JO WENDLAND
MD OF AVR
(CYBER SECURITY BUSINESS)

They were slightly sceptical about getting a
proposal on the initial phone call, however
once Tony demonstrated his techniques, they
were raring to take action.

STEVE LOVESEY
HEAD OF SALES
(VEHICLE LEASING ARM OF HITACHI)

PHONE:

03339398763
EMAIL:

INFO@TONYMORRISINTERNATIONAL.COM
WEBSITE:

WWW.TONYMORRISINTERNATIONAL.COM

